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Abstract 
Distribution of music files often include performing MP3 encoding, especially when utilizing 

streaming services. Lossy encoding is susceptible to create audible artifacts in the encoded audio 

material, especially in the high frequency area. To explore highpass and lowpass filtering music as 

potential adaptation methods to the end media, a listening test was projected where nineteen subjects 

were exposed to four different adapted MP3 files and one reference MP3 file, at two different bitrates, 

and were instructed to grade the audio quality of each. Multiple t-testing showed little difference 

regarding bitrates, why continued analyses were performed on the combined material. Generally, it was 

found that the reference stimuli scored the highest why it is concluded that highpass and lowpass 

filtering had a subjectively negative effect on the audio material and that non-filtered MP3 files are 

favorable to filtered MP3 files. The filtering was found to have some effect in the overall frequency 

spectrum, however inconclusive.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

 For mastering purposes, a Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) format Waveform Audio File Format 

(WAV) file is often received which is mastered and exported as a new WAV file, and later encoded to 

the lossy coded format MPEG-1 (or -2) Audio Layer III (MP3). Mastering is only done in consideration 

to the sound of the WAV file although the MP3 file might more often be used for distribution such as 

broadcasting and streaming (to facilitate storage and handling). Since the MP3 format representation of 

the WAV file sometimes show imperfections (especially at low bitrates, Piotrowski and Plewa 2012, 

p.2) one might consider adapting the WAV file after the mastering process, but before performing lossy 

encoding. This study investigated performing a highpass (HP) and lowpass (LP) filtering (Fig 1) as an 

adaptation to the end media (MP3) instead of using the conventional method of MP3 encoding the WAV 

file without adaptation. 

 

 
Fig 1. Highpass/lowpass filtering is performed as a mean of end media adaptation, creating an alternative MP3 file (2). 

 

 One difference between the mixing process and the mastering process is that the latter often is more 

targeted at making small adjustments to benefit the overall quality of the track and to adapt to the end 

media. The former instead often strives for greater creative expressions and shaping the sound of the 

music, although both processes somewhat overlaps in both regards. However, adaptations to the end 

media is not commonly made in the mixing process, thus this study is intended to target the mastering 

process. 

1.1.1 Multiple comparisons test 

The study utilized a multiple comparison test to assess perceived audio quality and to quantify the 

results. A common multiple comparison test is ITU-R BS. 1534-1 (ITU-R, 2001-2003), also known as 

MUSHRA (Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor), which the study has used as a 

template but later made some adjustments to. In the MUSHRA test the subjects are presented with a 

hidden reference audio file and multiple stimuli of the same audio file, all processed differently (e.g. 

encoded by different codecs), and are asked to grade the stimuli based on audio quality compared to a 

non-hidden reference. There is also a (hidden) anchor which is a stimulus that has been intentionally 

impaired to give the researcher a way of comparing different subjects’ grades. The grading scale ranges 

from 0 to 100 and was divided into five segments; Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, and Excellent. However, to 

investigate the current study’s research question, a shown reference cannot be used. The focus of the 

study is to assess if an MP3 encoding of an adapted WAV file can be favorable to the conventional 

encoding method. If a standard MUSHRA test would have been used, the research would instead 

investigate if the conventionally encoded MP3 can be discriminated from the adapted MP3. By instead 

using a multiple comparisons test without a shown reference, it is possible that the adapted MP3 file 

could score higher than the conventionally encoded MP3 file. 

1.1.2 Inter-sample peaks 

When D/A converting, in a transition between two adjacent digital samples a continuous waveform 

is created, the level of which cannot be fully assured. If the samples represent high values (i.e. close to 0 
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dBFS, the sum might exceed the maximum limit of the dB Full Scale (used in the digital domain), 

ultimately leading to clipping of the signal. A way of eluding this problem is by simply creating enough 

headroom for the audio file before D/A converting ensure that it does not clip.  

1.2 Previous works 

1.2.1 Studies 

Brandenburg (1999) 

 The study describes the formats MP3 and Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) from a technical as well 

as a perceptual point of view. Common types of artifacts are claimed to be loss of bandwidth, pre-echoes 

and double-speak which leaves the audio signal sounding distorted, noisy and rough (p.105). The author 

also suggests that there are three measurement methods for addressing codec quality; listening tests, 

simple objective measurement methods and perceptual measurement techniques (p.107). 

 Regarding high frequency content of MP3 files, Brandenburg states ‘As a corollary to this (for a lot 

of people unexpected) theorem, it is a good encoding strategy to limit the frequency response of an MP3 

or AAC encoder to 16 kHz (or below if necessary)’ (p.108). The author also explains a disputed 

consideration of bandwidth versus cleanness (referring to freedom of audible artifacts) in low bitrates, 

saying ‘At low bit-rates (64 kbit/s for stereo and lower) the question of the best tradeoff in terms of 

bandwidth versus cleanness is a hotly contested question of taste. We have found that even trained 

listeners sometimes completely disagree about the bandwidth a given encoder should be run at’ (p.108). 

 

Piotrowski and Plewa (2012) 

 The study aims to investigate whether music mixes (in MP3 format) dedicated to MP3 encoding is 

received more favorably than mixes (also in MP3 format) dedicated to CD quality. The parameters are 

not specified more detailed than "aggressive equalization using filters with high Q was applied" (p.2), 

that dynamic processing was made and spatial effects were altered. However, the conclusions drawn are 

that MP3 dedicated mixes were preferred and that limiting bandwidth and dynamic range "causes better 

impression and less audible distortion" (p.5). 

 

Pras et al. (2009) 

 While investigating preference of CD quality or MP3 regarding bitrate and musical genre, the study 

also conducts a questionnaire to determine what aspects motivated the listeners' preference. It is found 

that high frequency artifacts is a prominent factor in discrimination of MP3 encoded material for all 

genres included in the listening test. 

 

Rogowska (2015) 

 The study aims to investigate discrimination of lossy encoded audio material from WAV files at 

different bitrates and codecs. The study uses audio tracks with individual instruments from an open 

database, providing the opportunity to make later analyses of the result and replicate the study. 

Frequency analysis of the stimuli shows that instruments with much high frequency energy had 

generally higher discrimination than those with less (p.3). 

 

Počta and Beerends (2015) 

 The study applies an objective and a subjective assessment of audio quality in music examples 

encoded by a range of codecs and compares the results. Further, the effects of different bitrates for each 

codec is investigated and plotted in comparison to the subjective and objective assessments. For MP3, 

bitrates between 64 and 320 kbit/s were applied and had an increasingly low and high subjective 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.John%20G.%20Beerends.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Peter%20Po.AND..HSH.x0010D;ta.QT.&newsearch=true
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assessment score as dependent on bitrate. The authors motivate the choice of bitrates by a subjective test, 

comparing different digital audio broadcasting systems and bitrates (p.408). 

 

Summary 

 Conclusions drawn from previous work are that bandwidth artifacts may occur in MP3 format files 

and that adapting musical audio material to MP3 encoding might generate a more favorable result. 

Especially high frequency content may contribute more to audible artifacts than other parts of the 

frequency spectrum. It is also suggested that an MP3 file with a bitrate of 64 kbit/s suffers audible 

artifacts and bandwidth versus cleanness can be debated at such bitrates. The findings in these studies 

guide the present study towards investigating the importance of frequency content and filtering for the 

encoding of MP3 files. Based on Brandenburg (1999), 16 kHz is considered a certain point of interest 

regarding lowpass filtering. 

1.2.2 EBU document Tech 3286-E (Attributes) 

The EBU document Tech. 3286-E describes the method recommended by the EBU for the 

evaluation of the quality of sound programme material. It states that ‘the technical and production 

quality of sound programme material has to be monitored by subjective assessment, which means, in 

practice, by listening to the material in controlled conditions’ (EBU 1997, p.3). It describes audio quality 

based on attributes; ‘for each evaluation item, the listeners should evaluate several main parameters and 

sub–parameters.’ Out of these seven attributes, four were extracted along with their respective 

description to create a reference for what audio quality is. These attributes were mainly used during the 

listening test as an aid for the subjects to indicate what to listen for. The extracted attributes were Sound 

balance, Timbre, Stereo impression, and Freedom from noise and distortions (Table 1). Three attributes 

were discarded because they were deemed less appropriate for the research question. They were Spatial 

impression, Transparency and Main impression.  

 

Table 1. The chosen attributes with corresponding descriptions. 

 

Sound balance The individual sound sources appear to be properly balanced in the 

general sound image. 

 

Timbre Accurate portrayal of the different sound characteristics of the 

sound sources. 

 

Stereo impression The sound image appears to have the correct and appropriate 

directional distribution of sound sources 

 

Freedom from noise and 

distortions 

Absence of various disturbing phenomena such as electrical noise, 

acoustical noise, public noise, bit errors, distortions, etc. 
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1.3 Scope of research 

1.3.1 Priorities 

The aim of the study is mainly to compare the differences between conventionally MP3 encoded 

music (straight from the mixed PCM file) and MP3 files that has been highpassed/lowpassed prior to 

encoding. As different bitrates can yield different audible results and artifacts, this factor will also be 

incorporated in the study, however at a lesser importance. Lastly, to incorporate music that is affected by 

the investigated processing, a variety of genres will be included in the study but not primarily (or even 

secondarily) analyzed, but rather serve as an assurance that the conclusions of the study are valid on a 

wide area of music pieces. The chief approach is a subjective evaluation made by subjects in a listening 

test, while observations on objective data (frequency analysis plots) add aspects to the discussion and 

possibly explain the results found in the subjective evaluation. The analysis however is made entirely on 

the subjective data. 

1.3.2 Purpose 

The study attempts to investigate if there is a way to increase the perceived audio quality of MP3 

encoded music by highpass and lowpass filtering before encoding. The study might contribute valuable 

information regarding adaptations of recorded music to the MP3 format, possibly yielding a refined 

product which is a primary concern in the mastering process.  
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2. Method 
 

The method for investigating the research question consisted of a subjective as well as objective 

data collection, with heavier emphasis on the former. The subjective data was later statistically analyzed 

while the objective data was only observed to provide further understanding of the gathered subjective 

data. The subjective data collection consisted of a listening test while the objective data were spectrum 

analysis tables. The subjects also answered a questionnaire asking demographics. 

 

2.1 Glossary 
Table 2 shows a glossary of frequently used terms in the study. 

 

Table 2. Glossary of frequently used terms in the study. 

 

Term Meaning 

Pre-processing The highpassing/lowpassing made between the mixing 

stage and the MP3 encoding, which is in focus of this 

study. 

Reference An MP3 file that is not pre-processed, but rather has 

been encoded straight from the mixing stage. 

HP50 Audio file highpass filtered at 50 Hz cutoff frequency. 

HP80 Audio file highpass filtered at 80 Hz cutoff frequency. 

LP16k Audio file lowpass filtered at 16 kHz cutoff frequency. 

LP10k Audio file lowpass filtered at 10 kHz cutoff frequency. 

Attributes Properties used to describe audio quality. 

 

2.2 Audio stimuli  

2.2.1 Audio stimuli preparation equipment 

DAW: Avid Pro Tools 12.4 (Sample frequency 44,1 kHz, bit depth 16-bit) 

Filter: Avid EQ III 1-band 

Dither: Avid Dither (16-bit) 

Frequency analysis: Audacity 2.1 

MP3 encoding software: CDex 1.82 

2.2.2 Music 

A pool of 35 mainstream songs was extracted from commercial CDs, and the songs were sorted by 

genre. As the study aimed to incorporate a wide spectrum of music pieces, five songs from different 

genres, with the common feature of being mainstream music that is likely consumed in a lossy encoded 

format and is easily accessed, were selected (Table 3). For more information on the audio stimuli music, 

see Appendix 3. A 30 second selection from each song was made, mainly based on the conditions that it 

should contain vocals and both loud and quiet parts. Furthermore, the bandwidth of the original audio 

stimuli files was considered for it to span the entire audible range (20Hz - 20kHz). Although the 

bandwidth varied between stimuli as well as within each music piece they distinguishably fell below the 

lowest filter (regarding the highpass filter) and exceeded the highest filter (regarding the lowpass filter), 
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and was considered sufficient in terms of bandwidth. The cutoff frequency settings of the filters are 

presented below (2.4.2 Listening test). 

 

Table 3. Audio stimuli and the corresponding genres (Appendix 3). 

 

Music piece/Audio stimuli Genre 

Daniel Lemma - Higher Ground Reggae 

Gorillaz - On Melancholy Hill Electronic 

R.E.M - Bad Day Pop rock 

Rammstein - Keine Lust Rock 

Timbuktu - The botten is nådd Hip-hop 

 

2.2.3 Filter and MP3 encoding 

HP and LP filtering of the audio stimuli was made in Pro Tools using native filter plug-in EQ III 1-

band (18 dB/octave), then adding a 16-bit noise shaping dither (type 1). The overall volume of the track 

was also lowered by 3 dB prior to exporting, to avoid inter-sample peaks. Using software CDex and 

MP3 encoding format LAME version 3.99 all MP3 were encoded at a constant bitrate. Further, the 

quality setting of “Very High Quality” was applied in the software. Initially a 64 kbit/s bitrate was 

applied to assure that audible artifacts were generated, however at that bit compression level the MP3 

format itself lowpassed the audio file to the extent that the pre-processing was deemed to have little 

effect. After applying different bitrates and comparing spectrograms, it was finally decided that 128 

kbit/s and 320 kbit/s assured enough high frequency preservation to perform the pre-processing. The pre-

processed music files were not normalized or loudness matched apart from a subjective assessment by 

the author that the volumes were not noticeably different. 

 

2.3 Subjects 
 

19 subjects participated in the study and after performing the listening test they were instructed to 

fill out a questionnaire regarding their age, gender, possible hearing impairment, occupation and music 

consumption habits. The questionnaire was designed to collect information about four different aspects 

of each subject; general information (age and gender), listening experience (occupation), 

accustomedness to lossy encoded music (consumption habits), which may affect their perception of MP3 

encoded music, and lastly playback habits (speakers/headphones). The marking N/A indicates 

unanswered questions. See Appendix 1 for the full questionnaire. One subject also reported having an 

undiagnosed case of the hearing impairment tinnitus. 
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Fig 2. Histogram of the subjects' ages. 

 
Fig 3. Pie chart of the subjects' genders.

 
Fig 4. Pie chart of the subjects' occupations. 

 

 
Fig 5. Pie chart of the subjects' primary consumption 

format. 

 

 
Fig 6. Pie chart of the subjects' primary consumption 

equipment. 

 

 
Fig 7. Pie chart of the subjects' primary playback 
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2.4 Subjective data collection – listening test 
 

The subjective data collection was originally intended to be carried out online by publishing a 

multiple comparison test along with a questionnaire on a web host and inviting subjects to participate by 

providing a link. However, due to impracticality and technical impediment, this was not carried out. 

2.4.1 Equipment 

Hardware: 

Stationary PC 

Interface: MOTU UltraLite mk3 

Headphones preamplifier: STAX Lambda Nova 

Headphones: SRM-XL (Electrostatic headphones) 

 

Software: 

OS: Windows XP 

Listening test program: Audio Research Lab – STEP (Subjective Training and Evaluation Program) 2.00 

2.4.2 Pre-study and listening test try-out 

The intention of the pre-study was to provide the researcher with a grasp of the differences between 

the reference stimuli and the pre-processed stimuli, both how they are perceived and what the actual 

differences in frequency content are. The level of difficulty discriminating the respective stimuli was 

also assessed and found to be generally high. The pre-study also aimed at determining which exact 

frequencies to use as cutoff frequencies for the pre-processes. Previous work by Brandenburg (1999) 

provided 16 kHz as a point of interest for the lowpass filtering while the pre-study provided the 

remaining three. 

Upon completion of the pre-study, the listening test try-out commenced with the aim of confirming 

the listening test procedure as satisfactory. During the try-out, it was also noted what instructions were 

necessary to explain the task and what questions the try-out subjects asked. This information later 

shaped the instructions sheet given to the subjects during the actual listening test (Appendix 2). The try-

out trial panel also served as training round during the listening test. 

2.4.3 Instructions and attributes 

The subjects were provided with written instructions (see Appendix 2) as well as attributes with 

descriptions that would serve as reference to which aspects of the audio content to assess.  

The attributes and accompanying descriptions from the EBU Tech 3286-E recommendation were: 

 

1. Sound balance 

The individual sound sources appear to be properly balanced in the general sound image. 

 

2. Timbre 

Accurate portrayal of the different sound characteristics of the sound sources. 

 

3. Stereo impression 

The sound image appears to have the correct and appropriate directional distribution of sound sources 

 

4. Freedom from noise and distortions 

Absence of various disturbing phenomena such as electrical noise, acoustical noise, public noise, bit 

errors, distortions, etc. 
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 The attributes were provided in both Swedish and English while the instructions were only 

provided in Swedish. The instructions were only provided in Swedish since all participants were fluent 

in Swedish. As the original version of the attributes was in English, a Swedish translation (made by the 

author) was attached to facilitate understanding.  

Comparisons were made on an absolute scale, i.e. not in relation to each other but on a global 

assessment scale (from Excellent to Bad). Hence, the subjects were instructed to use the attributes as a 

reference point to describe and substantialize the definition of audio quality. Although the same scale 

was used and multiple comparisons were done the listening test was not a MUSHRA test, but rather a 

multiple comparison test inspired by MUSHRA. 

2.4.4 Procedure 

The subjective data collection was divided into four stages. 

1. Reading through the instructions along with the attributes. 

2. Performing a training round. 

3. Performing the actual listening test. 

4. Answering a questionnaire. 

 

A listening test was conducted where 19 subjects assessed the perceived level of audio quality using 

a multiple comparison test. At each trial the subject was presented with five different versions of a single 

music excerpt (Table 4). Trials were made for five different pieces of music, encoded with two different 

bitrates, resulting in 10 conducted trials for each subject (Table 5). The presentation order of all pre-

processings, music examples and bitrates were randomized by the evaluation software STEP. 

 

Table 4. Illustration of which settings of highpass (vertical) and lowpass (horizontal) filtering were used 

for the audio stimuli. 

 

HP/LP Off 16 kHz 10 kHz 

Off ¤ ¤ ¤ 

50 Hz ¤   

80 Hz ¤   

 

 

Table 5. List of pre-processings of each music excerpt presented to each subject.  

 

Bitrate Pre-processing  

320 Ref 

" HP50 

" HP80 

" LP16k 

" LP10k 

128 Ref 

" HP50 

" HP80 

" LP16k 

" LP10k 
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It should also be noted that one listening test was interrupted by a fire alarm, causing the subject to 

pause the trial for ca 15 minutes before resuming. The subject stated that concentration had been broken 

but decided to continue the trial rather than restarting. The data was not disqualified. 

2.4.5 Analysis 

To perform statistical analysis, the subjective data was later grouped. First, to investigate the 

filtering itself, both bitrates and all music examples for each filtering was grouped and pairwise 

compared. Second, to investigate the effect of the bitrate all music examples were grouped together 

while maintaining the bitrates separate to evaluate their level of significant difference. All statistical 

significance was calculated using paired t-tests. 

 

2.5 Collection of objective data 
 

FFT analysis 

 

Using Audacity, the objective data was collected by performing FFT analysis on the reference 

stimuli and the highpassed/lowpassed stimuli of one music excerpt (Higher Ground). In the interest of 

easily observing differences in the frequency spectrum, a logarithmic FFT was performed on the 

highpassed audio stimuli while a linear FFT was performed on the lowpassed. Visual observations on 

the objective data was later made by the author. 
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3. Results 
 

3.1 Subjective data 
Table 6 shows the mean scores for each audio stimulus, combining both bitrates (320 and 128 

kbit/s), as well as the standard deviations. The reference stimulus consistently scored the highest (except 

for The botten is nådd) while LP10k consistently scored the lowest. 

 

Table 6. Overall means and standard deviations for each audio stimulus, both bitrates combined. 

 

Music Filter Mean Standard 

deviation 

Higher Ground Ref 75.6 20.5 

 HP50 74.2 22.5 

 HP80 69.3 23.7 

 LP16k 67.4 23.4 

 LP10k 35.2 20.4 

On Melancholy Hill Ref 73.0 24.4 

 HP50 71.7 25.0 

 HP80 53.3 26.6 

 LP16k 68.9 23.0 

 LP10k 53.9 31.1 

Bad Day Ref 77.8 21.1 

 HP50 75.1 22.2 

 HP80 71.0 24.0 

 LP16k 74.1 20.8 

 LP10k 31.6 18.0 

Keine Lust Ref 78.0 17.9 

 HP50 76.8 17.9 

 HP80 65.6 20.1 

 LP16k 69.7 20.7 

 LP10k 36.5 20.2 

The botten is nådd Ref 74.1 23.6 

 HP50 74.9 23.4 

 HP80 62.2 26.4 

 LP16k 73.2 22.0 

 LP10k 39.4 19.7 
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Fig 8. The graph shows the means and standard deviation for each audio stimulus, both bitrates combined (i.e. a graphic 

representation of Table 6). 

 

Fig 9 shows the median of each pre-process divided into bitrate as well as the spread of the data using 

quartiles and whiskers. The whiskers were set to incorporate all data within 1,5 times the inter-quartile 

distance from each quartile. Outliers are not marked in the graph. Overall, the reference and HP50 

stimuli had the highest median while the LP10k stimulus had the lowest. Table 7 separates the bitrate 

groups and shows the means and standard deviation for each. It should also be noted that the box plot 

(Fig 9) show medians and quartiles, while Table 6 and 7 shows mean values. 

 

 
Fig 9. Overall scores for the pre-processing methods divided by bitrate. 
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Table 7. Means and standard deviations for both bitrates, combining the music examples. 

 

Filter 320 kbit/s 

mean 

320 kbit/s 

standard deviation 

128 kbit/s 

mean 

128 kbit/s  

standard deviation 

Ref 76.2 21.6 75.1 21.4 

HP50 75.0 20.5 74.1 23.8 

HP80 65.3 25.4 63.2 24.3 

LP16k 72.3 20.7 69.0 23.0 

LP10k 41.6 23.4 37.1 23.4 

 

3.2 Observations on objective data 
 

To establish a grasp on the general influence of the MP3 encoding on the audio material, FFTs of 

the original WAV file (before filtering and MP3 encoding) as well as the filtered WAV file (before MP3 

encoding) is presented. In the interest of high distinguishability, the most extremely filtered WAV files 

(HP80 and LP10k) are shown. It should also be noted that the original WAV file (before filtering and 

MP3 encoding) has not been lowered in volume to avoid inter-sample peaks and is therefore 3 dB louder 

than the other files. The following images (Fig 10 and 11) are Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyses of 

the audio stimuli for Higher Ground. 

 

 
Fig 10. Linear FFT analyses of the original WAV file and the filtered (LP10k) WAV file (before MP3 encoding). X-axis shows 

frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

 
Fig 11. Logarithmic FFT analyses of the original WAV file and the filtered (HP80) WAV file (before MP3 encoding). X-axis 

shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 
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3.2.1 High frequency spectrum 

The following images are Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyses of the audio stimuli for Higher 

Ground at a bitrate of 128 kbit/s. Note that a linear frequency scale is used to observe high frequency 

content of the audio stimuli. 

 

 
Fig 12. Linear FFT analysis of Higher Ground (reference) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

 
Fig 13. Linear FFT analysis of Higher Ground (LP16k) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

 
Fig 14. Linear FFT analysis of Higher Ground (LP10k) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

Comparing the FFT analysis of the reference stimulus (Fig 12) and the LP16k stimulus (Fig 13), the 

frequency spectrum appears largely similar. Slight differences exist throughout the spectrum, but at ca 

13.5 kHz a tangible overall attenuation appears. At approximately 16.5 kHz, an isolated peak is clearly 

visible, which in the reference stimulus reaches ca -55 dB, but only -60 dB in the LP16k stimulus. The 

LP10k stimulus FFT (Fig 14) also display slight differences in the entire spectrum and an apparent 

overall attenuation in the high frequencies (however at the lower frequency of ca 8.5 kHz). The isolated 
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peak at 16.5 kHz is also drastically weaker at ca -81 dB. Further, comparing to Fig 10 it is evident that 

the MP3 encoding has discarded frequency content above ca 16.5 kHz. 

3.2.2 Low frequency spectrum 

The following images are Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyses of the audio stimuli for Higher 

Ground at a bitrate of 128 kbit/s. Note that a logarithmic frequency scale is used to observe low 

frequency content of the audio stimuli. 

 

 
Fig 15. Logarithmic FFT analysis of Higher Ground (reference) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

 
Fig 16. Logarithmic FFT analysis of Higher Ground (HP50) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 

 

 
Fig 17. Logarithmic FFT analysis of Higher Ground (HP80) at 128 kbit/s. X-axis shows frequency, y-axis shows dB. 
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The logarithmic FFT analysis of the highpass filtering indicate similar tendencies as the lowpass 

filtering. Very small alterations appear in the overall frequency spectrum and the major difference 

consists of an attenuation in the low frequency content. At approximately 75 Hz there is a visible peak 

which in the reference stimulus (Fig 15) is ca -22 dB, in the HP50 stimulus (Fig 16) ca -23 dB and ca -27 

dB in the HP80 stimulus (Fig 17). Observing the lower frequency of 20 Hz, where the filters are 

expected to further attenuate the signal, the reference stimulus indicates a level of ca -36 dB, the HP50 

stimulus a level of ca  

-49 dB and the HP80 stimulus a level of ca -57 dB. Comparing to Fig 11, it can also be seen that the 

MP3 encoding has added some low frequency information to the audio content below approximately 23 

Hz.  
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4. Statistical analysis 
 

Multiple two-tailed paired t-tests were performed to analyze the results and an alpha-level of 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant.  

 

4.1 Reference vs HP/LP 
Paired two-tailed t-tests were made to evaluate statistically significant difference in the scores of each 

filtering. The degrees of freedom were 189. 

 

Table 8. Statistical significance for each primary comparison for the study. 

 

Comparison Mean 1 Mean 2 P-value Statistical 

Significance 

Effect size 

(Cohen’s d) 

Ref – HP50 75.7 74.6 0.456 No --- 

Ref – HP80 75.7 64.3 2.411 ∙ 10−10 Yes Small (0.49) 

HP50 – HP80 74.6 64.3 2.480 ∙ 10−7 Yes Small (0.41) 

Ref – LP16k 75.7 70.6 2.786 ∙ 10−4 Yes Small (0.23) 

Ref – LP10k 75.7 39.3 5.150 ∙ 10−33 Yes Large (1.61) 

LP16k – LP10k 70.6 39.3 2.766 ∙ 10−29 Yes Large (1.38) 

 

Table 8 shows which paired t-test comparisons of sample scores had a statistically significant 

difference as well as the effect size of each significance. As multiple comparisons of the same data pools 

have been made, a Holm-Bonferroni compensation has been made for each comparison (Table 9). The 

analysis of the data shows that statistical significance was found in all comparisons except for Ref – 

HP50. Further, it should be noted not only that the pre-processing had a lower mean than the reference, 

but that the mean score lessened as the filtering became coarser. 

 

Table 9. Holm-Bonferroni corrections, comparisons sorted by increasing p-value. Statistical significance 

is confirmed if the Holm-Bonferroni correction value is greater than the p-value. 

 

Comparison Order P-value Holm-Bonferroni 

correction value 

Statistical 

Significance 

Ref – LP10k 1 5.150 ∙ 10−33 0.008 Yes 

LP16k – LP10k 2 2.766 ∙ 10−29 0.010 Yes 

Ref – HP80 3 2.411 ∙ 10−10 0.013 Yes 

HP50 – HP80 4 2.480 ∙ 10−7 0.017 Yes 

Ref – LP16k 5 2.786 ∙ 10−4 0.025 Yes 

Ref – HP50 6 0.456 0.050 No 
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4.2 Bitrate 
Paired t-tests were also performed to compare the two bitrate settings of each pre-processing (Table 

10) where 0.05 was considered a statistically significant alpha-level. It was found that only LP10k 

filtering showed a statistically significant difference among the bitrates (128 kbit/s scoring less), which 

was not deemed basis enough for dividing the results of the subjective data into two different groups. 

The degrees of freedom were 94. 

 

Table 10. Statistical significance for bitrate comparison, divided by pre-processing. 

 

Comparison  

(320 – 128 kbit/s) 

Mean 1 

(320) 

Mean 2 

(128) 

P-value Statistical 

Significance 

Effect size 

(Cohen’s d) 

Ref 76.2 75.1 0.615 No --- 

HP50 75.0 74.1 0.691 No --- 

HP80 65.3 63.2 0.364 No --- 

LP16k 72.3 69.0 0.124 No --- 

LP10k 41.6 37.1 0.021 Yes <Small (0.19) 

 

For all pre-processings and the reference, the lower bitrate (128 kbit/s) scored less than the higher 

bitrate (320 kbit/s). A paired t-test was also performed on the data for all 128 and 320 kbit/s encoded 

audio files (all subjects, music examples and filtering combined). 

 

Table 11. Statistical significance for bitrate comparison. 

 

Comparison  

(320 – 128 kbit/s) 

Mean 1 

(320) 

Mean 2 

(128) 

P-value Statistical 

Significance 

Effect size 

(Cohen’s d) 

All MP3s 66.1 63.7 0.015 Yes <Small (0.10) 
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5. Discussion 
 

5.1 Subjective data 

5.1.1 Subjective scores 

 The research question indicates the hypothesis that some HP and LP filtering is beneficial to the 

encoded music. Previous research by Brandenburg (1999) and Pras et al. (2009) suggest that at least LP 

filtering may result in less artifacts in the product, while the results of HP filtering remains unpredictable 

since none of the reference studies investigate low frequency content. Two major aspects favoring the 

hypothesis are the human inability to distinguish very low and very high frequencies (e.g. below 50 Hz 

and above 16 kHz) as well as commonly used playback hardware's inability to reproduce them. 

Furthermore, the attenuation of the irreproducible frequency area might affect audible frequency areas, 

causing distinguishable differences. The observations made on the objective data suggest that some 

alterations in the overall frequency spectrum (possibly artifacts) might have occurred since minor 

differences were identified. However, the subjective data, being the bulk of the study, indicating that all 

pre-processing (except for HP50 filtering) resulted in a lesser audio quality suggests that 

highpass/lowpass filtering to eliminate these possible artifacts is not beneficial.  

All filters except for HP50 showed a statistically significant degradation in audio quality compared 

to the reference stimuli. Significance was also found when comparing HP50 to HP80 and LP16k to 

LP10k, suggesting that the filtering does not only cause less audio quality but also that the effect 

distinguishably increases in relation to the filtering. HP50 did not result in a significant difference from 

the reference, but from the HP80, which may indicate a difficulty discriminating HP50 filtering from the 

reference while the filtering itself has an overall negative impact on the audio material. It should also be 

mentioned that the t-tests analyzing the pre-processes was strengthened by combining the two bitrate 

groups (320 and 128 kbit/s). Possible type 1-errors caused by this maneuver were adjusted for by 

performing Holm-Bonferroni corrections on the alpha-level. 

5.1.2 Bitrates 

Statistically significant differences between the bitrates were only found in the LP10k stimuli, 

where the lower bitrate of 128 kbit/s was deemed to have lesser audio quality. Previous work suggests 

that bitrate has an influence on perceived audio quality, which inspired the current study to incorporate 

bitrate as a possible variable. Even though a statistical significant difference was found between the two 

bitrates of LP10k it was a predictable result of lower bitrate correlating to lower audio quality. This does 

not give cause for analyzing the data separately. However, if the comparisons between the different 

bitrates had resulted in some low bitrate-versions scoring higher than the high bitrate-versions, there 

might have been cause for separation, since it would defy previous research on bitrate and audio quality. 

This was not the case. Further, as previously mentioned, merging the two bitrate groups for each pre-

process strengthens the statistical significance test by doubling the number of data points. 

During the pre-study however, bitrate was considered and ultimately lead to deploying a higher 

bitrate (320 and 128 kbit/s) than originally planned (64 kbit/s). The latter bitrate was mainly inspired by 

the work of Brandenburg (1999) arguing that at 64 kbit/s bitrate the tradeoff bandwidth versus cleanness 

can be debated, but also from the work of Počta and Beerends (2015) who investigated bitrates of 64 to 

320 kbit/s. It was found that the lower bitrate did not contain a substantial amount of high frequencies 

due to the MP3 encoding and that performing lowpass filtering would not be meaningful. However, as 

observations on the objective data indicate that small alterations in frequency content is present in the 

entire frequency spectrum, the low bitrate investigation might not have been without purpose. 

5.1.3 Equipment 

The equipment needed for the study such as DAW, MP3 encoder, analysis software, PC and 

evaluation software was easy to obtain and intuitive to employ. However, the use of headphones in the 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.John%20G.%20Beerends.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Peter%20Po.AND..HSH.x0010D;ta.QT.&newsearch=true
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listening test represent a decision that should be noted. Advantages of using headphones over speakers 

are elimination of influence from the room that the evaluation is being held in as well as some isolation 

from possibly disturbing external sounds (e.g. from an adjacent room). Disadvantages however, are that 

the low frequency replication of the headphones might be inferior to a set of speakers. This may be 

considered a primary argument against the headphones since lower frequencies are in focus for the 

study.  

Further, the assessment of stereo width might be a question for concern since headphones generally 

reproduce a wider stereo image, which might be beneficial or not depending on how the song is mixed 

and mastered. Although, as the audio stimuli were compared to each other the possible impairment due 

to headphone use should reasonably be applied to all stimuli to the same degree. Ultimately deciding on 

using headphones for the study was (apart from eliminating room influence) also due to the notion that 

lossy compressed music might be consumed over headphones rather than speakers. Although, the results 

of the questionnaire indicate that the subjects mainly consume music over speakers rather than 

headphones (13 to 6), but it does not tell whether this refers to lossy compressed music or not. 

5.1.4 Listening test 

 The advantages of using an online listening test is that a wider selection of subjects could have been 

used and that subjects outside of Luleå Tekniska Universitet, Campus Piteå could have been reached. 

Further, a greater variety in hardware (such as headphones, audio interfaces, operative systems etc) 

could likely be attained and could result in a more representative picture of how MP3 encoded music is 

consumed. The disadvantages however would have been a lack of control regarding hardware quality, 

external disruptions and ability to repeat the listening test. Sample broadness and variety is negatively 

correlated to technical and procedural control, meaning that a more traditional (non-online) listening test 

yields a more controlled and repeatable test while an online test might be more deeply rooted in a real-

world application. However, the advantages of an online test are speculative while the disadvantages are 

factual. Contrarily, both the advantages and disadvantages of a non-online test are known and have been 

previously studied. Therefore, a more conventional listening test was ultimately chosen. 

It was initially considered using a MUSHRA test to evaluate the pre-processed stimuli since it 

performs multiple comparisons but it was regarded to not answer the research question. A MUSHRA 

test consisting of comparing multiple stimuli (among them a hidden reference and an anchor) to an 

indicated reference stimulus rather evaluates the subjects’ ability to discriminate the stimuli from the 

reference. The research question was instead aimed at investigating if the music examples could be 

improved by the pre-processing and how the pre-process was perceived compared to each other. To meet 

these needs, the MUSHRA test was used as a template and source of inspiration for the listening test 

performed in the study, which did not contain an indicated reference but only a hidden one.  

One possibility was also to perform multiple individual comparisons of the different versions, but it 

was found to be a less satisfactory method since the study aimed at investigating both highpass and 

lowpass filtering. Further, since the reference for audio quality given to the subjects were attributes to be 

interpreted it was decided beneficial to display all investigated versions of the music at the same time. If 

pairwise comparisons would have been made, the risk of applying inconsistent scores on the different 

versions might have been higher as the subjects would have been unable to put them into context 

immediately.  

5.1.5 Attributes 

As the listening test did not include a reference stimulus which the other stimuli should be 

compared to, a reference point for audio quality needed to be established to provide the subjects with 

enough information to make a substantial assessment. This was done by introducing attributes and 

descriptions. These were collected from an ITU recommendation for assessing audio quality for music.  

The attributes also articulated what aspects of the audio the subjects should assess, the positive 

effects of which is that subjects that are not accustomed to evaluating audio is briefly taught what to 

listen for. It can also be argued that the attributes attempt to assert that all subjects are assessing the same 
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aspects of the audio, whether they are experienced listeners or not. A negative effect that might be 

considered is that the attributes might influence the subjects’ evaluations in an unfavorable manner, 

possibly introducing a confounding variable. For instance, the attribute Sound Balance might steer the 

listener to assess the music mix rather the audio quality of the stimulus. Since the attributes were not the 

primary concern of the study but rather a support for the subjects, they should not be heavily 

emphasized. However, as the subjects are not informed of the aim of the study they might prioritize them 

too high. Another aspect of the same matter is that audio quality is the only assessment available to the 

subjects, not individual attributes, preventing them from evaluating anything else than the research 

question. 

5.1.6 Subject pool 

The diversity of the subject pool is a matter of discussion, since mutual traits can be found in the 

results of the questionnaire data. The subjects were all between the ages of 18-30 (omitting persons that 

did not answer), chiefly male, studying a field that includes listening to audio/music and accustomed to 

listening to music through streaming services on their mobile telephone or computer. Another common 

trait for the subjects were that they all attended Luleå Tekniska Universitet Campus Piteå and that they 

were all Swedish. Whether this influenced the results might be hard to determine, but is worth noting. 

The impact of the trial that was interrupted by a fire alarm is hard to estimate since it is unknown how 

big the impact was on the subject. At the time of the listening test it was decided to continue the trial 

rather than restarting it, since in concurrence with the subject the disruption had not greatly influence the 

subject. Continuing the trial can be considered providing different conditions for the evaluations, 

however the same argument can be made for restarting it. The subject would then have already made 

some evaluations, but not other, causing an imbalance in the assessment. Disqualifying the data 

altogether was one possibility, however since it did not deviate greatly from other subjects’ data, it was 

not. 

It can be argued that the data provided by the subject who reported an undiagnosed case of tinnitus 

should be discarded. A hearing impairment might distort the evaluation made by the subject, depending 

on the frequency content of the stimuli and how the tinnitus influence how the music is perceived. To 

judge the influence of the hearing impairment on the data, more information would need to be gathered 

and possibly hearing tests be conducted. Ultimately, due to the relatively small number of subjects, it 

was concluded that the loss of a subject’s data was less desirable than allowing some uncertainty 

regarding the effect of the hearing impairment on the collected data.  

 

5.2 Objective data 
 

It is likely that the overall high frequency attenuations in the LP16k and LP10k stimuli compared to 

the reference is a result of the lowpass filtering done before MP3 encoding. The slight differences in the 

entire spectrum appears in both the LP16k stimulus and the LP10k stimulus which might suggest that 

some alterations to the spectrality is made, that might be considered artifacts. However, as the LP10k 

stimuli scored much lower in the listening test, these artifacts might be overshadowed by the effects of 

the lowpass filter. 

Similar observations were made on the highpass filtered audio stimuli; that slight differences occur 

in the entire frequency spectrum for both the 50 Hz filter and the 80 Hz filter compared to the reference. 

However, the larger difference is visible attenuation in the low frequency area where the pre-processing 

made by the author was done. The HP80 filtered stimuli generally scored lower than the HP50 filtered 

stimuli, which might lead to the same conclusion as for the LP10k filtered stimuli, that the effects of the 

filter itself overshadowed the possible artifacts. 
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5.3 Signal chain 
 

Brandenburg (1999) suggest that it can be good encoding practice to limit the frequency response to 

16 kHz or below if necessary to avoid artifacts, which compose some of the basis for the current study. 

However, Brandenburg discusses the matter of frequency filtering from a perspective of encoding rather 

than pre-encoding, unlike the current study. This raises the issue of what separates encoding from pre-

processing in terms of filtering and if differences are introduced between the two stages. The work of 

Piotrowski and Plewa (2012), suggesting that music mixes may benefit from limiting bandwidth, also 

deploy filtering at a different stage than the current study. Details of how the music material is 

influenced by filtering at different stages is not investigated in the study, but cannot be ruled out to have 

an influence on the product. 

 

5.4 Reliability 
 

Care has been taken to assure the reliability and repeatability of the study by specifying the 

equipment and method used for producing the results as well as assuring they are easily obtainable. 

Examples of this are a simple listening test procedure, a highpass/lowpass filter that is commonly used in 

music production as well as using free software for MP3 encoding. Although the reliability is always 

compromised using human assessment, which cannot fully be compensated for but effort has been made 

to interact and instruct the subjects in as similar manner as possible. Where the researcher’s role could 

be eliminated, it was, for instance by providing written instructions as how to perform the listening test 

as well as a written questionnaire rather than verbally gathering the information. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 
 

The study investigated whether highpass or lowpass filtering music before MP3 encoding could 

improve the perceived audio quality. It is found that adaptations to the end media (MP3) in terms of HP 

and LP filtering generally has a negative effect on the audio material and that the non-processed MP3 

was perceived to have a higher audio quality. The pre-processing was found to likely have some effect in 

the entire frequency spectrum, however the overall result was not favorable. 

 

5.6 Future work   
 

As the study has some explorative elements to it, many possibilities for future work in the field 

exists. Continuing very much in the same field of research, different levels of HP and LP filtering might 

be investigated, although the study indicates that filtering itself does not yield a favorable result. As 

mentioned in the discussion, filtering at different stages of the music production chain might be of some 

interest as it is suggested that it could have an influence on the product. For instance, at the recording of 

individual instrument, at the mixing stage, at the mastering stage or at the encoding stage could be 

investigated. Steering away from the frequency domain, dynamic processing might be investigated as 

studied by Piotrowski and Plewa (2012), where the authors found limiting dynamics to be beneficial. 

The objective part of the study might also be extended to investigate the absolute differences when 

filtering music by quantizing FFT analysis data rather than only making observations. Finally, 

investigation of lower bitrates might be an intuitive extension of the current study, continuing the 

argument that bandwidth versus cleanness is debatable at high levels of bit compression.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Questionnaire in Swedish and English 
 

Alla medverkande i studien är anonyma. Enkätsvar kommer inte kopplas till resultatet i lyssningstestet. 

 

Enkät - Lyssningstest 
Svenska  

(turn paper over for English) 

 

Vad är din ålder? 

 
Vad är ditt kön? 

o Kvinna 

o Man 

o Övrigt/Vill inte uppge 

 

Har du någon form av hörselnedsättning? 

o Ja, medicinskt diagnostiserad 

o Ja, icke diagnostiserad 

o Nej 

 

Om ja, vilken slags nedsättning? (generell försvagning, tinnitus, nervfel, infektion etc.) 

 

Fyll i det alternativ som stämmer bäst in på dig (endast ETT alternativ) 

o Studerar/har studerat ljudteknik 

o Studerar/har studerat musik 

o Studerar/har studerat ljud-/lyssningsrelaterat ämne 

o Studerar/har studerat annat 

o Arbetar/har arbetat inom ljudteknik 

o Arbetar/har arbetat inom musik 

o Arbetar/har arbetat inom ljud-/lyssningsrelaterat yrke 

o Arbetar/har arbetat inom annat 

 

I vilket format konsumerar du oftast musik? (endast ETT alternativ) 

o Vinylskiva 

o CD 

o Radio 

o Streamingtjänster 

 

Vilken utrustning använder du oftast för att lyssna på musik? (endast ETT alternativ) 

o Vinylspelare 

o CD-spelare 

o Radio 

o Dator 

o Mobiltelefon 

 

Använder du oftast högtalare eller hörlurar för att lyssna på musik? (endast ETT alternativ) 

o Högtalare 

o Hörlurar 

All participants in the study are anonymous. Questionnaire answers will not be linked to the results in the 

listening test. 
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Questionnaire - Listening test 
English  

(vänd blad för svenska) 

 

What is your age? 

 

What is your gender? 

o Female 

o Male 

o Other/Do not wish to submit 

 

Do you have any form of hearing impairment? 

o Yes, medically diagnosed 

o Yes, not diagnosed 

o No 

 

If yes, what kind of impairment? (general weakening, tinnitus, nerve damage, infection etc.) 

 

Fill in the option that best describes you (ONE option only) 

o Studies/have studied audio engineering 

o Studies/have studied music 

o Studies/have studied an audio-/listening related field 

o Studies/have studied other field 

o Works in/have worked in audio engineering 

o Works in/have worked in music 

o Works in/have worked in audio-/listening related occupation 

o Works in/have worked in other 

 

In which format do you primarily consume music? (ONE option only) 

o Vinyl 

o CD 

o Radio 

o Streaming services 

 

Which equipment do you most commonly use to listen to music? (ONE option only) 

o Vinyl player 

o CD player 

o Radio 

o Computer 

o Mobile telephone 

 

Do you more commonly use speakers or headphones to listen to music? (ONE option only) 

o Speakers 

o Headphones 
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Appendix 2 – Listening test instructions 
 

Alla medverkande i studien är anonyma. Resultaten av lyssningstestet kommer inte kopplas till den 

medverkande. 

 

Instruktion - Lyssningstest 
 

 

● Med hjälp av mjukvaruprogrammet framför dig kommer du att jämföra 5 st versioner (A, B, C, D 

och E) av samma musikstycke.  

 

● Din uppgift är att bedöma vilken nivå av ljudkvalitet de har på skalan Utmärkt - Dålig (Excellent 

- Bad). 

 

● För definition av ljudkvalitet, vänd blad. 

 

 

Utförande: 

 

1. Utför en träningsomgång (1 st jämförelse) för att lära dig mjukvaruprogrammet. Detta resultat 

räknas inte med i studien. 

 

2. Utför lyssningstestet (10 st jämförelser). Varje musikstycke bedöms två gånger. 

 

3. Fyll i en enkät. 
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Alla medverkande i studien är anonyma. Resultaten av lyssningstestet kommer inte kopplas till den 

medverkande. 

 

Engelskt original 
 

Attributes to consider in order to assess audio quality 

 

1. Sound balance 

The individual sound sources appear to be properly balanced in the general sound image. 

 

2. Timbre 

Accurate portrayal of the different sound characteristics of the sound sources. 

 

3. Stereo impression 

The sound image appears to have the correct and appropriate directional distribution of sound sources 

 

4. Freedom from noise and distortions 

Absence of various disturbing phenomena such as electrical noise, acoustical noise, public noise, bit 

errors, distortions, etc. 

 

 

Svensk översättning 
 

Attribut att beakta för bedömning av ljudkvalitet 

 

1. Ljudbalans 

De individuella ljudkällorna upplevs vara lämpligt balanserade i ljudbilden. 

 

2. Klangfärg 

Sann porträttering av ljudkällornas karaktäristik. 

 

3. Stereointryck 

Ljudbilden upplevs ha en korrekt och lämplig riktningsdistribution av ljudkällorna. 

 

4. Frihet från störning och distorsion 

Frånvaro av diverse störande fenomen som elektriska störningar, akustiska störningar, publika 

störningar, bitfel, distorsioner, etc. 
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Appendix 3 – Audio stimuli information 
 

Information retrieved from Discogs (2017). 

 

Audio stimuli 1 
Higher Ground 

Artist: Daniel Lemma 

Telegram Records Stockholm 

Sweden 

Released 2002 

Genre: Reggae 

 

Audio stimuli 2 
On Melancholy Hill 

Artist: Gorillaz 

Parlophone  

UK 

Released 2010 

Genre: Electronic 

 

Audio stimuli 3 
Bad Day 

Artist: R.E.M 

Warner Bros. Records 

USA 

Released 2003 

Genre: Pop rock 

 

Audio stimuli 4 
Keine Lust 

Artist: Rammstein 

Universal Music 

Germany 

Released 2004 

Genre: Rock 

 

Audio stimuli 5 
The botten is nådd 

Artist: Timbuktu 

Juju Records 

Sweden 

Released 2003 

Genre: Hip-hop  
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